State of the Web
Singapore
5.6 million
Population

722.5 km²
Land area

English, Malay, Mandarin, Tamil
Official languages

Demographics
- Chinese: 74.5%
- Malay: 13.3%
- Indian: 9.1%
- Others: 3.0%

Religion
- Buddhist: 33.2%
- Christian: 18.8%
- No religion: 18.5%
- Taoism and folk religion: 10.0%
- Islam: 14.0%
- Hinduism: 5.0%
- Others: 0.6%
4.83 million
Internet users

161.21 Mbps
Ave. fixed line speed

54 Mbps
Ave. mobile data speed

Popular apps
Facebook
WhatsApp
YouTube
Former British colony

Large amounts of foreign investment

Easiest place to do business

Financial services, manufacturing and oil refining
Singlish

Dey, wǒ men paktor always makan at kopitiam one.

Translation: Hey, when we date we always eat at the coffee shop (one).

Bus Uncle is Singapore’s Favourite Chatbot

Bus Arrival Timings and Public Transportation Directions delivered with the personality of a real uncle!

https://www.busuncle.sg/
Super Silly Hackathon

SATURDAY, 15TH DECEMBER 2018
Go-Jek Singapore @ NEX Tower

Follow on Facebook!
Chat with us!
Check out last year's videos

Said said?

Tired of building the same thing? Take a break from making the world a better place and join us at the Super Silly Hackathon!

Come together with fellow developers, engineers, and designers to build cool projects with absolutely no value whatsoever. Yes, the more broken the better.

Don't say we didn't warn you.

https://supersillyhackathon.sg/
The local digital watering hole
Community

Geek Brunch SG

A manual social gathering for all developers, makers and designers in Singapore.

Come down and have a brunch! Bring your family & all curious folks along.

Join us!

Read our story
Jointly organised by
We Build SG, Engineers SG, Regus & InterDev SG

https://geekbrunch.sg/
tech meetup scene

https://www.meetup.com/
https://data.gov.sg/
Awesome Projects

- **HackerWeb**: A simply readable Hacker News app.
- **Life**: A timeline of important events in my life.
- **BusRouter SG**: Explore bus stops and routes on the map for all bus services in Singapore.
- **RailRouter SG**: Explore MRT and LRT rail routes in Singapore.
- **TaxiRouter SG**: Explore available taxis and taxi stands in Singapore.
- **Max Tabs**: A no-restart Firefox extension to set maximum number of opened tabs in a window.
- **connections.my**: Tech things aggregator for Malaysia.

https://cheeaun.com/projects/
Internet Content Regulation

LAST UPDATED 03 NOVEMBER 2017

Singapore has a three-prong approach to Internet content regulation.

Firstly, a light-touch classification scheme administered by the IMDA provides minimum standards to safeguard values and promote healthy growth. This is an automatic licensing scheme that requires Internet Service Providers and content providers to comply with an Internet Code of Practice. Secondly, industry self-regulation is encouraged. Thirdly, there is an active public education programme to promote parental supervision over children’s access to the Internet.

More information on Internet Content regulation can be found here.
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IMDA blocks Singapore Herald website for not removing articles on Singapore-Malaysia maritime dispute

Access to the Singapore Herald website has been restricted.
Attributions

- Painting of Merlion from Vecteezy
- Painting of English Galleon from Warwick, 1619: Shipwreck Excavation
- Painting of Singapore skyline by Marvin Chew
- Painting of Singapore Harbour by Pham Luan
- Font is Spicy Rice by Astigmatic
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https://www.chenhuijing.com

@hj_chen